
  
 
 
 
 

Engineered to Engage! 
Latest and Greatest Review Links!  
 
Sound+Vision: Bel Canto USB-to-SPDIF Converters and Electronics and Joseph Audio Speakers 
“It’s common for high-end audio electronics companies to make audacious claims for the performance of 
their products, but exceptionally rare for them to demonstrate [it] … Bel Canto dared to demo the 
differences among its three new USB-to-SPDIF converters designed to interface computers with high-end 
audio systems … As the demo stepped from the $375 mLink to the$1,495 REFLink I did indeed hear 
increased smoothness, detail, and body. It helped that the demo system, comprising Joseph Audio Pearl 3 
speaker driven by Bel Canto electronics, totally rocked.” See it here! 
 
Stereophile: Joseph–Bel Canto: A Winning Combination  
“Sharing in the glory was the company's three new 24/192 USB links, the mLink ($375), uLink ($675), and 
REFLink ($1495) … Also performing at their best were Bel Canto’s DAC3.5VB Mk II with VBS1 and VBREF 
Cable, VBS1 powered phono stage, and REF500M monoblock amplifiers.” See it here! 
 
AudioStream: Bel Canto/Joseph Audio 
“Bel Canto was hiding their new Asynchronous USB Link Converters the mLink ($375), uLink ($675), and 
REFLink ($1,495) and I say hiding because they're small, sit near your computer and take your computer's 
USB output (up to 24/192) and convert it into S/PDIF or LightLink ST Fiber the latter capable of running over 
100 meters.” See it here! 
 
Positive Feedback: RMAF 2012 - A Photographic Journey, Part 2, Page 2 
About 2/3rds down the page you’ll find striking images of the room and equipment, just search on Bel 
Canto in your browser! See it here! 
 
Positive Feedback: PFO Awards the Bel Canto/Joseph Audio/Cardas room an Audio Oasis Award! 
 
Home Theater: 2012 Rocky Mountain Audio Fest Report 
There’s a fine image of the Bel Canto component stack and Joseph Audio Pearl 3s at the top of the page of 
Tom Norton’s rather breathless show report! See it here! 
 
C7R in Positive Feedback Online Issue 61 
"The C7R is to receivers as smart phones are to cell phones” exclaims Victor Chavira in his preliminary 
review. “If Bel Canto made compromises to package so many fine features at this price point, I am 
unaware of what they are. The C7R may seem unpretentious in appearance but it is a bona fide musical 
performer on par with the best in its class regardless of price. The Bel Canto C7R merits serious 
consideration for product of the year.” Read the preliminary review here! 

http://www.soundandvisionmag.com/photogallery/gallery-electronics-and-turntables-rocky-mountain-audio-fest-2012
http://www.stereophile.com/content/joesph150bel-canto-winning-combination
http://www.audiostream.com/content/bel-cantojoseph-audio
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue63/rmafc6.htm
http://www.hometheater.com/content/show-report-2012-rocky-mountain-audio-fest
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue61/c7r.htm


AVShowrooms.com Interviews Michael McCormick at Newport Beach Show, Click Here! 
Stereophile Visits Bel Canto at the Newport Beach Show, Click Here! 
 
The Audio Beat Visits Bel Canto at the Newport Beach Show Wins Best of Show Honors! 
“Bel Canto's C7R ($2995) has all of the features of old-school stereo receivers, including an FM tuner and 
phono stage, but it's a thoroughly 21st-century device with all manner of digital inputs as well. These 
include 24-bit/192kHz USB and S/PDIF inputs -- just add computer or CD transport. It has the output section 
of Bel Canto's REF150s stereo amp, offering 120Wpc of power and 30 amps of peak current -- from a unit 
smaller than a shoebox and weighing just 13 pounds. It drove Joseph Audio Pulsar speakers to Best of Show 
honors.” Click here for Bel Canto coverage and here for Best of Show Honors for the room. 
  
C5i DAC Integrated Amplifier in Positive Feedback Online Issue 55  
“All in all, the Bel Canto C5i has the combination of looks, sound, function, and price to make it an 
extremely competitive consumer option. Recommended.” Read the full review here! 
 
C5i Reviewed by GoodSound  
“Considering its reasonable price, the C5i has a remarkable feature set. Most important, its DAC’s multiple 
inputs include a 24/96-capable USB input and a Home Theater Bypass mode. If I were considering buying an 
integrated amp, those alone would put the C5i at the top of my list. Add the phono input and headphone 
output and the C5i has all the significant features I’d be looking for in an integrated amplifier… Sweet, 
relaxed, immediately involving and satisfying … Whether I listened to high-resolution digital downloads or 
Red Book CDs, it let me enjoy my music with the simplicity of having a DAC and an integrated amplifier in 
a single convenient unit.” Read the rave here! 
 
C5i DAC Integrated Amp Wins Coveted PFO Brutus Award! 
“Man, what a deal. For $1895 you get a wonderful 60-watt amplifier and preamplifier (oh, that is referred 
to as an integrated), a DAC that handles multiple inputs and can deal with 24/96 and/or 24/192 signals 
(depending on the 5 inputs—USB, S/PDIF, optical, etc.—of choice), a MM phono stage, an analog input for 
some analog need, a very functional remote control, runs cool, saves energy, looks cool, is relatively small, 
and wait... wait for it... has a headphone amplifier! Besides all that, damn the thing even sounds really, 
REALLY good! I mean this could be all that you ever need.... ever!”   
 
C5i DAC Integrated Amplifier in Positive Feedback Online 
“There's no denying the ease of use of the C5i's amp design: compact, cool running, and quiet. It's ready 
to roll at the press of a rocker switch, and far less of a hassle to set up or move than almost any amp 
designed for the main room. When I say that I listened to the Bel Canto from morning cereal to sleepytime 
tea and was sorry when I had to close down the MacBook that tells me something about how the balance 
of the C5i's sound appealed to me. Airy, responsive, and enjoyable are all terms that come to mind … 
Computer files using the USB input retained this same winning sound … All in all, the Bel Canto C5i has the 
combination of looks, sound, function, and price to make it an extremely competitive consumer option. 
Recommended.” Click here to read the review. 
 
C5i Best Buy Award from France’s Haute Fidelite! Mais Oui! 
“The C5i delivers remarkable musicality and connectivity at an extremely reasonable price; high class class-
D. The musicality of the C5i really impresses with its fluidity and neutrality throughout the frequency 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR1HBXCBMfg
http://www.stereophile.com/content/josephs-bel-canto-powered-pulsars#comment-509499
http://www.theaudiobeat.com/newport2012/newport2012_bel%20canto.htm
http://www.theaudiobeat.com/newport2012/newport2012_joseph_bel_canto_vpi.htm
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue55/c5i.htm
http://www.goodsound.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=330:bel-canto-design-eone-c5i-digital-to-analog-converterintegrated-amplifier&catid=56:equipment-reviews&Itemid=37
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue55/c5i.htm


spectrum and bass is remarkably controlled and taut. We have tried it with the KEF Blade which is quite 
difficult to control in the bass, and voila, the C5i held its own beautifully. The texture through the midband 
and treble, two areas that the Bel Canto manages with great finesse, reminded us at times of a good tube 
amp. … Bel Canto offers a product that is remarkably well conceived and extremely easy to use and very 
musical. Vinyl can finally rub shoulders with the computer for sound that is satisfying and realistic. It 
controls all types of media without the need for additional components (RIAA preamp or DAC), and finally 
to top it all, the price is very reasonable given its technical performance and sound. An integrated amp that 
is easy to recommend.” 
 
C5i Featured in UltraAudio’s $5000 Full-Range Benchmark System  
“As I type this paragraph I can tell you that the sound is superb -- not in an oh, isn’t that sweet kind of 
way, but just plain superb -- without qualification. Sitting in front of it listening to your music, I’d bet 
you’d never guess the system cost just $5,000.” Click here for the entire article.  
 
CD3t Transport a Winner at Audio Revolution 
“The CD3t would ideally be a terrific match with one of the Bel Canto DAC’s. At $1495, the CD3t is an 
outright steal.  It is refined and elegant in both appearance and sound. As a final note Bel Canto, out of 
Minnesota, designs and manufacturers it’s products here in the USA. The CD3t is a superb product, and 
when mated with a great DAC, is an easy recommendation.” Read the full review here.  
 
The DAC2.5 Reviewed by GoodSound.com  
“The e.One DAC2.5 worked wonderfully in my system… the sound was so detailed, yet so smooth and 
relaxed… Not only did it sound fantastic with both standard and hi-rez digital recordings, it seamlessly 
blended into my multichannel home-theater system. Recordings that are not quite as polished nonetheless 
sounded excellent… It can be used as the control center of a high-performance two-channel rig and still 
be easily integrated into a multichannel system. The e.One DAC2.5 offers a lot of performance and 
flexibility for the price.” Read the entire enthusiastic review here! 
 
The DAC1.5 Reviewed by AudioStream.com – a Stereophile Website 
“If I were to describe the Bel Canto DAC1.5’s sonic character in a nutshell I'd point out its incredible 
clarity, darn-near dominatrix-like bass control and an overall crispness… Well-recorded music sounds 
absolutely stunning; breathtakingly beautiful because these recordings are and because the DAC1.5 seems 
to be infatuated with well-recorded music… At the end of the day I could see myself listening to and 
enjoying the Bel Canto DAC1.5 over the longer haul… For those listeners who enjoy a pristine experience 
in terms of presentation and recording quality, the DAC1.5's voice may speak directly to your desires.” 
Read the entire review here.     
 
The DAC1.5 Reviewed by Computer Audiophile – They Find the Competition Wanting!  
Chris Connaker compares the $1395 DAC1.5 with the $1795 Grace Design m909 Reference DAC and feels 
moved to report: "I preferred the sound of the DAC1.5 in my system by a large margin. I wasn’t longing 
for detail and didn’t experience any unlively sound with the DAC 1.5 like I had with the m903." 

http://www.ultraaudio.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=103
http://www.avrev.com/home-theater-audio-sources/cd-players/bel-canto-design-cdt3-disc-transport.html
http://www.avrev.com/home-theater-audio-sources/cd-players/bel-canto-design-cdt3-disc-transport.html
http://www.goodsound.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=247:bel-canto-design-eone-dac25-digital-to-analog-converter&catid=56:equipment-reviews&Itemid=37
http://www.audiostream.com/content/bel-canto-design-eone-dac15


Interestingly the more expensive m909 uses a Streamlength™ Asynchronous USB implementation yet the 
Bel Canto still walks away the winner.  
 
DAC1.5 Reviewed by AVShowrooms.com, click here! 
 
DAC3.5VB Follow-Up by Stereophile January 2012 Issue Pg.115 
“The Goldilocks DAC in this shoot-out (Weiss DAC202 and dCS Debussy) was Bel Canto’s e.One DAC3.5VB. 
It combined the honesty and resolution of the dCS Debussy with the soul of the Weiss DAC202. In terms of 
dynamics, the Bel Canto was as gripping as the dCS … The Bel Canto, in my opinion, bested the dCS in terms 
of my involvement in the stereo image: through the DAC3.5VB, backgrounds were blacker, and instruments 
hung in greater 3D relief in the soundstage. I found the Bel Canto’s tonal balance and slightly warmer sound 
to be a tad more musically rewarding than the Debussy’s. And while the Weiss’s tonal balance was sweeter 
still, the Bel Canto made up for it with grain-free clarity and impeccable delineation in the treble. I was 
shocked and happy that, of these three DACs, I liked the cheapest best. Though the Debussy and Weiss 
have received many accolades in the audio press, the Bel Canto e.One DAC3.5VB remains a relatively 
unsung hero.” (The Weiss DAC202 costs $7,737, the Debussy $10,999!) Go to Page 2 of the Weiss review 
and page down! 
 
DAC3.5VB Review in Stereophile  
In the June 2011 issue, right in the middle of page 95, Stereophile’s own “pull-quote” from Erick Lichte’s 
review of the DAC3.5VB/VBS1 reads: “IT DOES EVERYTHING YOU MIGHT EVER NEED A DAC TO DO. AND 
I’D PUT ITS SOUND AS BEING AMONG THE BEST I’VE HEARD.” That was in red and all UPPERCASE! “In fact, 
the only other digital sound I’ve enjoyed significantly more was when I heard the Meridian 808i.2 CD player 
($16,995) at John Atkinson’s house. … The styling, build quality, and performance make it an obvious 
contender for Class A of recommended Components.” I think we can work with that! Now online, read the 
entire review here! 
 
DAC3.5VB and VBS1 Reviewed in Positive Feedback Online 
“The Bel Canto 3.5VB strikes as a fundamentally honest DAC. … No doubt a lot of listening went into the 
design but this isn't a DAC that sounds voiced. It's more about fidelity to the source. … It has a super-clean, 
upfront presentation … It sounds full-blooded, yet not afraid to the let sharp, edgy attacks through. This 
increases the jump factor … The utter lack of noise present in the unit … super-clean … no muffling on 
either a macro or micro level. What's there is heard. … Great detail with no slurring anywhere in the 
frequency spectrum. … Lack of roll-off at high frequencies … Low noise plus high frequency purity and 
extension yielded the best sense of attack … The high resolution/low noise also likely contributes to the 
superb handling of decays through the Bel Canto … never seemed foreshortened … I still value an upfront, 
direct communicator above all. I'd sacrifice the subtle, beguiling midrange glow of the Ayre, and the 
slightly deeper, more 3D presentation of the Berkeley for the direct feed quality of the Bel Canto.” Click 
here for the entire article. 
 

http://www.avshowrooms.com/Bel_Canto_DAC_1.html
http://www.stereophile.com/content/weiss-dac202-firewire-da-converter-page-2
http://www.stereophile.com/content/bel-canto-eone-dac35vb-da-converter
http://www.stereophile.com/content/bel-canto-eone-dac35vb-da-converter
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue55/belcanto_dac.htm
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue55/belcanto_dac.htm


The DAC3.5VB Reviewed by Finland’s Inner Audio Magazine  
“The DAC3.5VB brought a totally new control and level of quality to the whole variety of my digital music 
collection. … When the Bel Canto DAC3.5VB was part of my system, I found myself feeding the CD 
transport with CDs after CDs, and I felt again the joy of this wonderful hobby.” Click here for the entire 
article. 
 
The REF500S Reviewed by CNET’s Steve Guttenberg   
“For such a little thing (8.5 by 3.5 by 12 inches), the REF500S is seriously powerful, it can deliver 250 watts 
into 8 ohm speakers; 500 watts into 4-ohm-rated speakers. … Top-quality parts including Caddock resistors, 
special ultra-low ESR decoupling capacitors, and low-noise regulated power supplies. That's all on the 
inside; I think the amp looks really cool. … The REF500S sounds stellar on my Magnepan MG 3.6/R 
speakers, which are one of the toughest speakers to drive well.” Click here for the entire article. 
 
REF150S Stereo Amplifier Reviewed by CNET’s Audiophiliac Steve Guttenberg  
“Minneapolis-based Bel Canto Design introduced a new superefficient dual-mono (stereo) 150-watt 
amplifier, the e.One REF150s ($1,595). I really love the sound of Bel Canto amps, and I love that they draw 
very little power, usually less than 30 watts from your wall outlet.” Click here for the entire article. 
 
REF150S Stereo Amplifier Reviewed by GoodSound.com  
“During my time with Bel Canto’s entry-level REF-series stereo amplifier, I quickly grew to appreciate its 
sound. The almost tube-like refinement with which it passes along whatever signal its amplifying has 
proven very seductive. The Bel Canto e.One REF150S is the most musical amplifier I have heard south of 
$5000, with the exceptions of its bigger brothers, the REF500S and REF500M. If you’re in the market for a 
wonderfully musical two-channel amplifier that offers tremendous value and performance, rock-solid 
build quality, and uses a minimal amount of power, you owe it to yourself to audition Bel Canto’s e.One 
REF150S.” Read the rave review here!  
 
SoundStage BackStage No. 131   
“Recently, Editor-in-chief Jeff Fritz told me how impressed he was with the performance of the DAC3VB, 
and with how much innovation and high-quality design the compact chassis of Bel Canto’s entire product 
line now feature. I have to concur. I also appreciate that Bel Canto now offers the discerning audiophile a 
wide range of complete audio systems at a variety of prices.” 
 
The REF500M Monoblock Amplifiers Reviewed by Positive Feedback Online  
“While you may come for the power of the REF500M monoblocks, you will stay for the musicality … 
Considerably sweeter than their predecessors … more open and transparent, with greater clarity and 
control (particularly of the bass) … A more relaxed presentation (particularly on the top end), and really 
remarkable rhythm and pacing. … I experienced all audio events as occurring in real time; in the here and 
now ... ample power reserves track the leading edge of transients, as well as the rise and fall of dynamics 
with incredible accuracy, timing and presence … with a focused, convincing soundstage. Musically, you 
want for so little, it's hard to imagine wanting anything more.” Click here for the entire article.  
 

http://www.inner-magazines.com/news/250/63/BelCanto-DAC3-5VB/
http://www.inner-magazines.com/news/250/63/BelCanto-DAC3-5VB/
http://news.cnet.com/8301-13645_3-20012302-47.html?tag=cnetRiver
http://news.cnet.com/8301-13645_3-10428492-47.html
http://www.goodsound.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=225:bel-canto-ref150s-stereo-amplifier&catid=56:equipment-reviews&Itemid=37
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue53/belcanto.htm


The REF500M Monoblocks Reviewed Again by Positive Feedback Online  
“The Bel Canto REF500Ms are far from being mere raw 125ASX2 modules hidden inside handsome boxes. 
Like the power conversion components imbedded in so many advanced amplifiers based on other 
underlying technologies, the ICEpower 125ASX2s are but central building blocks of a comprehensive design, 
optimized to yield astonishingly high musical performance. … Harmonic exposure, development, and 
congruence is wholly convincing … Give the Bel Canto REF500Ms a long audition: you will be amazed by 
their surprising authority, seduced by their agility, and will fall in love with their superior musicality.” 
Click here for the entire article. 
 
Digital Trends Reviews the REF500 
“Green has become the new buzzword for socially-conscious living. In this area, audiophiles have been 
woefully behind the curve with cabinets full of energy-sucking electronics. Bel Canto REF 500 amplifiers 
give you great sound AND sips lightly from the energy stream. My last class A power amplifier regularly 
pulled an extra $30 per month from my wallet. By contrast even when left on 24/7 the REF500s drew less 
than $30 of juice in an entire year! You can hear all the wonders of Miles Davis’ ‘Kind of Blue’ while staying 
completely green. In short, welcome to the new electronic millennium!” Click here for the entire review!  
 
REF500Ms Reviewed by SoundStage 
Hot off the presses and reviewed by Dan Davis AGAINST JADIS JA-80s! “My extended time with the Bel 
Canto e.One REF500Ms put to rest all doubts or misconceptions I’d had about class-D switching amplifiers 
-- they could play with the big amps of any class. The REF500Ms displayed excellent transients and 
dynamics, legitimate high-end microdynamics, and good depth and soundstaging, among their other 
attributes. And for Manhattan apartment dwellers and others with limited space, their small size is a 
huge asset. The e.One REF500M represents good value for what, these days, is a reasonable price in high-
end audio. It’s hard to go wrong with these beauties; they prove that small can be beautiful, even in the 
high end.” Click here for the entire article. 
 
CD2/DAC3/REF500M Featured in Home Entertainment Magazine and CNET  
"I love the REF500s' power without guilt, power without heat, and high performance without 
compromise…” Click here for the entire article 
 
The REF500 Reviewed by SoundStage Global  
“The REF500 monoblocks delivered on the promise of low noise, as evidenced by good detail retrieval 
and heft amidst notable dynamic drive and power.” Click here for the entire article. 
 
The REF1000M by Positive Feedback Online  
“You will be excited by their authority, seduced by their agility, and will fall in love with their musicality.” 
Click here for the entire article 
 

http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue50/bel_canto500.htm
http://www.digitaltrends.com/receivers-separates-amps-reviews/bel-canto-ref500-review/#ixzz21qNzZjDM
http://www.soundstage.com/equipment/bel_canto_e_one_ref500m.htm
http://www.hemagazine.com/Bel+Canto_CD-2_Dac3_REF500_Review
http://www.soundstage.com/equipment/bel_canto_ref500.htm
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue43/bel_canto_ref1000.htm


The REF1000M Update by Home Entertainment Magazine and CNET  
“I think I must keep the Bel Canto Ref1000 Mk.IIs as a reference amplifier—an easy decision even when 
based solely on its sound, but also: in my living room, none of the others can be so easily hidden in plain 
sight.” Click here for the entire article 
 
PFO Interviews John Stronczer! 
 “After all, it's easy to change the sound of a given system in some way. It's much more difficult to make 
changes that consistently result in better performance. Strong engineering, adherence to scientific 
principles, and critical listening with a view toward improved clarity, reduced noise, distortion and signal 
modulation of any type yields the most meaningful improvements. … The quality of music is deeper and 
more personal when the system communicates more information more coherently, it's as simple (and as 
difficult) as that! Reproducing the full dynamic range of the original recording is fundamental, and we don't 
offer an editorialized version of the music. Instead I design so that you experience the language, as it were, 
of the original performance.” Click here for the entire interview. 
 
USB Link 24/96 on Computer Audiophile 
“I've used and listened to many other converters at all price ranges and consider the Bel Canto USB Link a 
great product to link the traditional world of High-End audio to the new and improved High-End 2.0 
where music servers reign and high resolution is the norm. The USB Link is a great tool in my toolbox as a 
reviewer and is a great addition to most listeners’ audio systems for everyday use. Incredible flexibility, true 
high resolution capability, and true plug n' play operation make the USB Link a really smart selection for 
many audiophiles.” Click here for the entire article. 
 
USB Link 24/96 on Positive Feedback Online  
“Yeah, the Bel Canto Link is killer.” Click here for the entire article. 
 
The Wall Street Journal Raves 
“For bookshelf audiophiles who like their separate components down to the individual power supply, Bel 
Canto's full range of modular matching half-size power amps, CD players, FM tuners and digital-to-analog 
converters (for your PC music) is a dream come true. Though they're about as small as '80s-era 
microsystems, these handmade-in-Minneapolis stackables deliver enough sound and power for speakers 10 
times their size.” Click here for the entire article.  
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